Snowball
Scavenger Hunt
Presented by

Bundle up and explore the wonder of winter at Celebration Square with this self-led and contactless 'Snowball
Scavenger Hunt' - a game for urban exploration. Fun for the young and young-at-heart!
Stay within your household group and maintain a safe physical distance of 2m.

Complete the missions to find art and artful installations all over the Square:
1. Eye Spy

6. Fill in the Blank

2. Walk This Way!

7. Step into the Northern Lights Portal!

Eye spy with my little eye, something big & red
that belongs in a library. Artwork by Ilan Sandler.
Answer: ___________
Find the Walk This Way lighting installation and
dance until the lights change to your favourite
colour.

Hint: The lights are shining bright, off the stage, to the right!

3. Neon Nights!

When it gets dark Celebration Square glows with
neon signs. How many can you find? Answer:_____

4. Name That Art!

Mississauga artist Beena Mistry created this
colourful lightbox art installation in 2021. What is
the name of this piece of art?
Answer: __________________________

Find one of the neon signs around the Square
to help fill in the blank: Neon lights, they shine
____________
Find the magic portal and be transported to a
winter wonderland under the Northern Lights.

Hint: It's big, square and green all over

8. Freeze!

Freeze and strike a pose inside the larger than life
Freeze Frame on the lower Square.

9. Kaleidoscopic Vision

Step into Crystal Kaleidescope, a temporary
artwork by Jacqueline Mak (2021), and see all the
colours of the rainbow! Name three colours you
see. Answers: ______________, ______________,
______________

Hint: Can't find this art installation? Think inside the box!

10. Bird's Eye View

Find the Conference at the Council House art
installation and spread your wings far and wide
just like the birds! Conference at the Council House
(2017) is an artwork by Studio of Received Ideas.

5. Where’s Hazel?

Hazel McCallion, Billy Talent, and Oscar
Peterson, oh my! Somewhere on the Square you
can find Legends Row, featuring these Mississauga
icons and more. Can you find Mississauga's walk of
fame?

Hint: Can't find it? This one is tucked away between the library
and the screens!

11. Follow Your Heart

Find the ❤MCS neon sign and snap a photo making
a heart shape with your hands

Hint: They are neighbours with the Queen's Jubilee Gardens

#WalksofArt
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